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Abstract— Presently, the grid accommodates several
mixed energies so as to improve power generation and
cater for demand which is ever increasing. These energy
sources interact with each other and with the existing grid.
Due to the complementary nature of most renewable
energy and the mixed dynamics associated with them
coupled with the bi directional power flow, transient
stability based on single source will not give the overall
assessment of the network. This paper presents the impact
of hybrid Solar PV-Wind and Small Hydro distributed
generation on transient stability of power system so as to
take advantages of their complementary roles. To
investigate this impact, a detail modeling of grid
connected wind / solar PV and small hydropower system
with single machine infinite system is carried out. The
configuration of the proposed typical grid connected
hybrid distributed generation (HDG) consists of hybrid
Doubly fed induction generator (DFIG), solar PV and
small hydropower system. DFIG is integrated through
PWM converter into the existing grid while the solar PV
consisting of DC sources is integrated through PWM
inverter and the hydro power is directly connected through
a synchronous generator. The simulation was done in
DIgSILENT power factory software
Keywords— Hybrid distributed generation, stability
index, and critical clearing time. Wind turbine, Solar PV,
Hydropower system, export, import, distributed
generation.
I.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of distributed generation was introduced
mainly to service loads locally and avoid excessive voltage
drop due to long transmission. However, to meet most load
demands locally the load must be shared among the locally
integrated mixed energies for economic benefits. Besides,
the energies are complementary which makes the
assessment based on the combined energy sources
important and relevant. In case of hybrid solar PV and
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small hydro power, the solar PV supplies power only
during the day and the small hydro power complement
during the night [1]. This complementary roles and also
the intermittency of the energy source need to be
considered in order to give correct assessment of the
system. The system dynamics is altered and more
complexities are introduced when a hybrid sources are
connected to distribution network compared to single
energy sources. Hybrid distributed generation with multisources therefore can be defined as a small set of cooperating units that generates electricity and heat, with
diversified primary energy carriers(Renewable and nonrenewable), while the coordination of their operation takes
place by utilization of advanced power electronics and are
located closed to the consumers end. They are either grid
connected or standalone system, renewable or nonrenewable system [2]. It can be described as distributed
generation when it is connected close to the consumers to
deliver power to local or industrial load [3]. There are
many reasons why HDG is a focus for research. They are:
1. Since the DG complements one another, the outputs
are also interdependent resulting in possibilities of
higher degree of instabilities compare to single energy
source.
2 Most renewable energies are weather dependent with
constant daily load variation leading to negative
impact on the entire system [6].
3.
Economic load sharing among the distributed
generators allow uneven participation of the generator
and interaction with one another and the grid with
tendency of higher degree of instability.
3. Possibilities of insufficient supply will be higher in a
village with Solar PV alone or Solar PV combined
with other renewable because PV does not supply
energy during the nights.
4. Lack of inertia constant contributes to the poor voltage
regulation and low power quality produce by PV
array. It therefore increases instability during fault [8].
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5. The existing control mechanism might not be able to
handle load management, power interchange between
the grid and the distribution network and the
economic power supply
6. The renewable energies are stochastic in nature. So the
output behavior solely depends on the environment. A
robust transient stability models is needed
7. In the scheduling process, decisions to commit or decommit units to meet the varying system load demand
and the amount of spinning reserve required
appropriate dynamic optimization programming
which in a away contribute to different stability
assessment output .
Today, most of the energy demand is supplied by
conventional energy system such as fossil fuels which is
characterized by greenhouse gases that can damage the
environment and bring about serious health challenges.
Our dependence on this is not advisable as the resources
are not everlasting. In order to address these problems,
renewable energies are introduced such as solar PV, Wind,
Geothermal and hydropower system. Unfortunately most
of these renewables are weather dependent and are mainly
subject to variation. In some part of the world, the
maximum availability of wind energy occurs during winter
while solar energy peaks occurs in summer. On the other
hand energy consumer requirements are highest during
winter. These energy requirement might not be met by
wind power alone, there is need to supplement with other
renewable energies so as to benefits from their strength
and thus reduce the effect of their weaknesses.
American wind energy association account for 1/5 of the
global
wind power available for US. Wind energy
resources has characteristic of randomness, intermittent,
unpredictable nature and cannot be stored which will result
in instability of the grid. To solve this problem, there is
need for good assessment of the system when three phase
is applied as well as to employ the complementary
capability of the wind, solar and small hydro power[1].
The complementary power is achieved when the
generating system is combined in such away that the
sufficiency of one energy is used to assist the deficiency of
the other.
Due to this complimentary nature, there are wide-spread
uses of hybrid distributed generation (hybrid Solar PV ,
Hydro power) across the globe though the level of
penetration is still low [3, 4]. In 2011, few grid systems
have penetration levels above five percent. Examples are
Denmark – 26%, Portugal – 17%, Spain – 15%, Ireland –
14%, and Germany – 9%. For the U.S. in 2011, the
penetration level was estimated at 2.9% [5].Germany,
Demark and Ireland are already proposing a significant
proportion of installed capacity to be connected to the
distribution system below 100kV [6]. By year 2020, the
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penetration level of DG in some countries such as USA is
expected to increase by 25% as more independent power
producers; consumers and utility company imbibe the idea
of distributed generation [7]. In the same way, solar PV is
gaining wide spread especially in Germany. 3% of total
generation in Germany today is from solar PV. South
Africa also concludes that the realization of the vision
2030 will be based on solar PV, Concentrated solar power
(CSP) and wind power [8]. However, the rapid progress in
renewable energy power generation technologies, and the
awareness of environmental protection have been the
major reasons why alternative energy and distributed
generation is a promising areas [9].
The larger the penetration level of hybrid distributed
generation (HDG) in a power system, the more difficult it
becomes to predict, to model, to analyze and to control the
behavior of such system [10]. Some HDG using induction
generators are not grid friendly because they consume
reactive power instead of generating it. Most power
converters do not have adequate control mechanism to
actively support DG integration. The system inertia for
some of them (e.g., solar PV or fuel cell) is extremely low.
They are weather dependent with constant daily load
variation [11]. Also, existing protection mechanism might
not be able to take care of the problem of bi-directional
power flow that takes place due to DG connection in radial
networks. New design controllers are needed to effectively
manage the multi-energy sources distributed generation in
other to service remote villages.
Due to the natural intermittent properties of wind and
solar PV, stand alone wind/PV renewable energy systems
normally require energy storage devices or some other
generation sources to form a hybrid system.
In an electrical power grid without energy storage, energy
sources that rely on energy stored within fuels (coal, oil,
gas) must be scaled up and down to match the rise and fall
of energy production from intermittent energy sources. In
this way the operators can actively adapt energy.
II.

DISTRIBUTED GENERATION AND HYBRID
DISTRIBUTED GENERATION CONCEPT
Many of the primary energy sources are complimentary
and abundant in nature which gives it a good opportunity
to increase availability, power quality and flexibility of
power supply when they are fully optimized. The objective
of the integration is to capitalize on the strengths of both
conventional and renewable energy sources, both
cogeneration and non-cogeneration types. Presently, the
promising sources of distributed generation are wind
turbine and Solar PV. A PV cell harvest energy directly
from sunlight and converting it to electricity. Due to the
high cost, they were initially preferred only for space
research applications. Later, as the cost of PV began to
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decrease, several other applications were developed.
Attempt to decrease the cost has brought the use of organic
semiconductors like conjugated polymers [2] in the
fabrication of solar cells. The locally made production of
Solar panel is ongoing at least to reduce the high cost of
production. However, the running cost and the
maintenance cost of these PVs as well as the long life
usage makes it an attractive alternative energy source. The
drawbacks are:
1) The variability of the energy sources causes instability
to the grid.
2) Consumers that are supplied by PV are likely to be in
blackout in the night as PV does not supply energy during
the nights.
3). Lack of inertia constant contributes to the poor voltage
regulation and low power quality produce by PV array. It
therefore increases instability during fault.
On the other hand, wind converts energy inherent
in wind to electricity through wind turbine, shaft, induction
generator and various controllers to ensure proper grid
integration and friendliness. Like PV, wind output power
depends on the availability of wind. The variability of
energy sources is a concern as it is a hot area of research
over decade ago. It is clean and renewable and
environmentally friendly but is not reliable. Also, wind
turbine especially the doubly-fed induction generator has
the ability to provide supplementary active and reactive
power to the existing grid.
For some reasons, solar PV and wind turbine can form a
viable hybrid power sources. Other energy sources that can
form hybrid sources with solar PV are diesel generator,
batteries, fuel cells, small hydropower system. [2]. Detail
of the list can be found in ref [2]. The location of wind
and solar is site dependent and can be used in remote area
where the cost of electricity is expensive
III.

MODELING OF HYBRID DISTRIBUTED
GENERATION
3.1 Modelling Doubly-Fed Induction Generator
(DFIG) For Stability Studies
DFIG is widely preferred as the electrical generator for a
wind turbine because of easy control and robustness [21].
DFIG is a wound rotor induction generator with voltage
source converter connected to the slip-rings of the rotor.
DFIG interact with the grid through the rotor and stator
terminal. The induction generator is connected to the grid
through the stator terminals, but the rotor terminals are
connected to the grid via a partial-load variable frequency
AC/DC/AC converter (VFC) [22] as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: DFIG with its converter [22]
To represent induction machine under system disturbance,
it is desirable to use a double-cage model which represents
transient and sub transient behaviour of the machine
accurately [23-26]. For modelling the DFIG converters, it
is assumed that the converters are ideal and the DC link
voltage between the converters is constant. The rotor side
converter is connected to the rotor of DFIG via brushes
while the grid-side converter is connected to the grid. A
capacitor is connected between the converters that act as
DC voltage source. The DC voltage source decouples the
rotor side converter from the grid-side converter. The rotor
side converter is modelled as a voltage source whereas the
grid-side converter is modelled as a current source
[27],[28]. The torque and the speed are controlled by the
rotor side converter. The rotor speed is controlled by qcomponent of the injected voltage, through rotor side
converter. The d-component of the rotor side converter
voltage is used for compensation for the generator
magnetizing reactive power. The main objective for the
grid-side converter is to keep the dc-link voltage constant.
In DFIG, the rotor side converter is controlled by using
different control techniques such as scalar and vector
controls. In scalar control, the torque and flux have a
coupling effect while in vector control, the torque and flux
has a decoupling effect.
The DFIG equipped with four-quadrant ac-to-ac converter
increases the transient stability margin of the electric grids
compared to the fixed-speed wind systems based squirrelcage generators [28]. The stator and the rotor modelling of
DFIG are given below:
𝑢𝑑𝑠 = −𝑅𝑠 𝑖𝑑𝑠 − 𝜔𝑠 𝜓𝑞𝑠 +
𝑢𝑞𝑠 = −𝑅𝑠 𝑖𝑞𝑠 + 𝜔𝑠 𝜓𝑑𝑠 +

𝑑𝜓𝑑𝑠

(1)

𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝜓𝑞𝑠

𝑢𝑑𝑟 = −𝑅𝑟 𝑖𝑑𝑟 − 𝑠𝜔𝑠 𝜓𝑞𝑟 +
𝑢𝑞𝑠 = −𝑅𝑟 𝑖𝑞𝑟 + 𝑠𝜔𝑠 𝜓𝑑𝑟 +

𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝜓𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝜓𝑞𝑟
𝑑𝑡

(2)
(3)
(4)

where s is the slip, u is the voltage, i is the current, R is the
resistance, and ψ is the flux, is the synchronous speed of
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the stator field. All quantities are measured in per unit. The
subscripts d and q stand for direct and quadrature
component, respectively while subscripts r and s stand for
rotor and stator respectively.
The real and reactive power at the rotor and the stator can
be calculated by:
𝑃𝑠 = 𝑢𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑑𝑠 +
𝑢𝑞𝑠 𝑖𝑞𝑠
𝑄𝑆
= 𝑢𝑞𝑠 𝑖𝑑𝑠 − 𝑢𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑞𝑠

(5)
(6)

𝑃𝑟
= (𝑢𝑑𝑟 𝑖𝑑𝑟 + 𝑢𝑞𝑟 𝑖𝑞𝑟 )

(7)

𝑄𝑟
= (𝑢𝑞𝑟 𝑖𝑑𝑟 − 𝑢𝑑𝑟 𝑖𝑞𝑟 )

(8)

𝑄 = 𝑄𝑠 + 𝑄𝑟 = 𝑢𝑞𝑠 𝑖𝑑𝑠 − 𝑢𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑞𝑠 + 𝑢𝑞𝑟 𝑖𝑑𝑟 −
𝑢𝑑𝑟 𝑖𝑑𝑟
(10)

𝑑𝜔
𝑑𝑡

Rotor equations modeling
The general relations between
aerodynamic torque hold [17]:
1
2

𝜌𝜋𝑅3 𝑣 2

wind

𝐶𝑝 (𝜆,𝛽)

speed

and

(11)

𝜆

And the power is shown as
𝜌
2

𝐶𝑝 (𝝀, 𝛽)𝐴𝑅 𝑣𝑤3

(12)

The power coefficient 𝐶𝑝 of the wind turbine in equation
12 is a function of tip-speed ratio 𝜆 which is given by:
𝜆=

𝜔𝑅
𝑣

(14)

Obviously, there is a change in generator speed as a result
of the difference in electrical and mechanical torque. This
is expressed as:

𝑃 = 𝑃𝑠 + 𝑃𝑟 = 𝑢𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑑𝑠 + 𝑢𝑞𝑠 𝑖𝑞𝑠 +𝑢𝑑𝑟 𝑖𝑑𝑟 +
𝑢𝑞𝑟 𝑖𝑞𝑟
(9)

𝑃𝑤 =

The value of Q fed into the grid in equation 11 above
depends on the control of the power electronic in the grid
sides. This does not affect active power except that the
efficiency of the inverter can be incorporated into the last
two variables. In this paper, for transient stability studies
of power systems the generator is represented by third
order model as indicated in DIgSILENT [21]. In this case
the model is obtained by neglecting the stator transients for
the fifth order model of induction machine. It shows that
there are three electrical equations and one mechanical
equation. The model is in d-q expressed in rotor reference
frame. In rotor reference frame, the d axis in the rotor
reference frame is chosen collinear to the rotor phase
winding and the position of the rotor reference frame is the
actual position of the rotor.
The dynamic model of the generator is completed by
mechanical equation as indicated below:
The electrical torque can be expressed by:
𝑇𝑒 = 𝜓𝑑𝑟 𝑖𝑞𝑟 − 𝜓𝑞𝑟 𝑖𝑑𝑟

For DFIG

𝑇𝑡 =
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(13)

Tt=turbine aerodynamic torque (Nm), ρ= specific density
of air (kg/m3), v= wind speed (m/s), R=radius of the
turbine blade (m), CP= coefficient of power conversion, 𝛽
= pitch angle, P=power extracted from the airflow (W), 𝝀=
Tip speed ratio,
𝜔= is the rotational speed of the wind turbine shaft

=

1
2𝐻

(𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑒 )

(15)

Where H is the inertial constant(s) and this is specified in
DIgSILENT as acceleration time constant in the induction
generator type. Tm and Te is the mechanical and electrical
torque respectively.
3.2 Modeling of Small Hydro Turbine
The power available in water current is proportional to the
product of head and flow rate [30].
The general formula for any hydro power is:
𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑 = 𝜌 𝑔𝑄𝐻
(16)
Where: Phyd is the mechanical power produced at the
turbine shaft (Watts), ρ is the density of water (1000
kg/m3), g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s 2), Q
is the water flow rate passing through the turbine (m3/s), H
is the effective pressure head of water across the turbine
(m). The hydro-turbine converts the water pressure to
mechanical shaft power, which further rotates the
generator coupled on the same shaft [31-33]. The relation
between the mechanical and the hydraulic powers can be
obtained by using hydraulic turbine efficiency ηh, as
expressed by the following equations:
𝑃𝑛 = 𝜂ℎ 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑

(17)

𝑄 = 𝐴𝑣
www.ijaems.com
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where A is the area of the cross section (m2) and v is the
water flow speed (m/s),
And the whole equation is derived from Bernoulli’s
theorem which states that:
v2
2g

+h+

p
ρg

=

Phyd

(18)

ρgQ

3.3 Solar Cell Modeling
Solar PV effect is a basic physical process through which
solar energy is converted directly into electrical energy. It
consists of many cells connected in series and parallel. The
voltage and current output is a nonlinear relationship. It is
essential therefore to track the power since the maximum
power output of the PV array varies with solar radiation or
load current. The equivalent diagram of a solar cell is
represented by one diode model as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig.2: Model for single solar cell
The output terminal of the circuits is connected to the load.
The output current source is the different between the
photocurrent Ip and the normal diode current I D. Ideally
the relationship between the output voltage Vpv and the
load current Ipv of a PV cell or a module can be expressed
as if we assume that the current Ish in shunt resistor Rsh is
neglected. [33-36].
𝐼𝑝𝑣 = 𝐼𝑝 − 𝐼𝐷 = 𝐼𝑝 − 𝐼𝑜 [exp (

𝑉𝑝𝑣 +Ipv𝑅𝑠
𝑚𝐾𝑇𝑐 /𝑞

) − 1]

(19)
where 𝐼𝑝 is the photocurrent of the PV cell (in amperes),
𝐼𝑜 is the saturation current, 𝐼𝑝𝑣 is the load current (in
amperes), 𝑉𝑝𝑣 is the PV output voltage(in volts), 𝑅𝑠 is the
series resistance of the PV cell (in ohms) and m, K and Tc
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represent respectively the diode quality constant,
Boltzmann’s constant and temperature. q is electron charge
(1.602 × 10−19 C) [38].
The power output of a solar cell is given by
𝑃𝑝𝑣 = 𝑉𝑝𝑣 𝐼𝑝𝑣

where p is the pressure of water (N/m2).
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(20)

Where 𝐼𝑝𝑣 is the output current of solar cell (A). 𝑉𝑝𝑣 is the
solar cell operating voltage (V), 𝑃𝑝𝑣 is the output power of
solar cell (W). The output power depends on the
temperature and the irradiance [39].
IV.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE PROPOSED
CONFIGURATION
4.1 Modified Single Machine Infinite Bus System
Fig 3 shows the modified single machine infinite bus
system model used in this paper. This power system
model consists of an infinite bus system (Grid)
represented by GEN1, one centralized generator (GEN2),
a hybrid distributed generation (HDG) and two equal
loads (LOAD1 and LOAD2). GEN1 is connected to bus
2 via line 3. The transmission lines (line 1, line2 and
line3) are modeled as equivalent 𝝅 transmission lines.
Line 1 and line 2 are 100km long each, while line 3 is
40km long. GEN 2 is connected to bus 3 via a 100MVA
transformer (transformer 1) and has a capacity of 80MW
and 60MVAr. The DG/HDG consisting of wind
generator (DFIG), SOLAR PV and small hydropower
system (SHP) is connected to bus 3 via another 100MVA
transformer (Transformer 2). Each DFIG is rated 8MW,
0.89 power factor lagging. The SOLAR PV is rated
8MW real power at unity power factor. When SOLAR
PV alone is connected to the HDG bus, a capacitor bank
is used at that bus to compensate for reactive power. The
hydropower is rated 8MW and 4MVAr. LOAD1 and
LOAD2 are connected to bus 2 and bus 3, respectively,
and are rated 80MW and 40MVAr each.
DIgSILENT power factor 14.1 was used to model this
test system. To investigate the effect of a large
disturbance, a three-phase fault was applied in the middle
of line 2 and cleared after 200ms by removing the line.
Proposed Hybrid Distributed Generation Configuration
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Fig.3: Modified Single Machine Infinite Bus System.
The focus is to investigate the impact of Hybrid solar PV,
wind turbine (Doubly-Fed Induction Generator- DFIG)
and small hydropower systems (SHP) on transient stability
when it is used as complementary energy sources. In order
to obtain all possible combinations, a truth table is formed
as shown in Table 1. The truth table shows how the three
generators can be combined to form HDG. The first
column shows various scenarios. There are 8 scenarios.

For example, scenario 1 shows the case where there is no
integration of DG/HDG. Scenario 2 shows the case where
only SHP is integrated and so on. Zero (0) means no
generator is connected while one (1) means a generator is
connected. The base cases are single source DGs
(Scenarios 2, 3 and 5). These base cases were chosen in
order to draw out comparisons between complementary
HDG and single source DG.

SCENARIOS

Table.1: Truth table describing the combination of different DG
WIND TURBINE SOLAR PV
SMALL HYDROPOWER
(DFIG)
(SHP)

1
2

0
0

0
0

0
1

3

0

1

0

4

0

1

1

5

1

0

0

6

1

0

1

7
8

1
1

1
1

0
1

PARTIAL ENERGY COMPLEMENTARITY INDEX
The partial energy complementarity index evaluates the
relation between the average value of the availability
functions. If the average values are equal the index should
be equal to one (50% each). If those values are different the
index should be smaller and tend to zero as the differences
increase [42]
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INFERENCE
No DG Integration
Small Hydropower only
(Base case 1)
SOLAR PV only (Base
case 2)
SOLAR PV and Small
Hydropower
Wind turbine only (Base
case 3)
DFIG
and
Small
Hydropower
DFIG and SOLAR PV
DFIG, SOLAR PV,
Small
Hydropower
(SHP)

V.
SIMULATION SCENARIOS
The simulation scenarios are discussed in this section.
Case study 1 consists of scenarios 2 (Small Hydropower
alone), 3 (SOLAR PV alone) and 5 (DFIG alone) which are
the base cases.
Case study 2 consists of scenario 4 (Hybrid SOLAR PV and
Small Hydropower)
Case study 3 consists of scenario 6 (Hybrid DFIG and Small
Hydropower)
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Case study 4 consists of scenario 7 (Hybrid DFIG and
SOLAR PV)
Case study 5 consists of scenario 8 (Hybrid DFIG, SOLAR
PV and Small hydropower)
Three penetration levels of HDG (PLHDG) were considered:
(i) Import mode, PLHDG=40%, %Complementarity
ratio(𝐶𝐿𝐻𝐷𝐺 ): (50% equally)
(ii) Balanced mode, PLHDG=50%, %Complementarity
ratio(𝐶𝐿𝐻𝐷𝐺 ) : (50% equally)
(iii) Export mode, PLHDG=80%, %Complementarity
ratio(𝐶𝐿𝐻𝐷𝐺 ): (50% equally)
The penetration level for HDG is defined as:
% PLHDG=

𝑃𝐻𝐷𝐺
𝑃𝐻𝐷𝐺+𝑃𝐶𝐺

× 100

(21)

where %PLHDG is the percentage penetration of the
DG/HDG, PHDG is the active power generated by HDG and
PCG is the active power from the centralized generators
(GRID and GEN2).
%𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 (𝐶𝐿𝐻𝐷𝐺 ) =

𝑃𝐻𝐷𝐺
𝑃𝐿𝑂𝐴𝐷

× 100 (22)

Note that PCG+PHDG = PLOAD
where PLOAD is the power delivered to the load and
%𝐶𝐿𝐻𝐷𝐺 is the percentage complementarity level
In all the simulations, the active and the reactive power of
GEN2 are kept constant. The descriptions of the penetration
levels are as follows as well as complementary ratio:
Import mode: In this mode, the load demands are supplied
by GEN2 and HDG with additional supply from the GRID.
This is shown in Fig 4. The penetration level is 40% while
the energy complementarity index is 50%
Balanced mode: In this mode, the load demands are met by
the combination of GEN2 and HDG without any extra

BUS 2
LINE 1

BUS1
GRID
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supply from the GRID. This means that the power generated
by HDG and GEN 2 is sufficient to meet the load demands.
This is shown in Fig 5. The penetration level is 50% while
the energy complementarity index is 50%
Export mode: In this mode, HDG and GEN2 supply the
loads and export the excess generation to the GRID. This is
shown in Fig 6. The penetration level is 80% while the
energy complementarity index is 50%
VI.
TRANSIENT STABILITY INDICATOR
6.1 Impact of Hybrid Distributed Generation Using CCT
To measure the impact of HDG on transient stability,
the critical clearing time (CCT) is used as the stability index.
This index measures the stability margin and indicates the
robustness of the system to disturbances. The longer the
CCT, the longer the system can tolerate the fault, and the
more robust is the system. The impact of penetration level
and based on import mode, balanced mode and export mode
on transient stability with HDG is investigated by
monitoring the CCT. To assess the level of instability, the
rotor angle is monitored when a temporary three-phase fault
is applied in the middle of line 2 while the CCT is monitored
by applying three-phase fault on line 2 at different locations
from bus 3. The locations of the fault are 0%, 20%, 40%,
60%, 80% 100% of the total length of the transmission line
(bus 3-bus2). In other word, the fault distance is
the distance from bus 3 to the fault location. For example,
when the
fault occurs at bus 3, the fault location will be 0% and when
the
fault occurs at bus 2, the fault location will be 100% and so
on. The CCT is calculated by increasing the fault clearing
time (FCT) until the rotor angle of GEN 2 reaches its critical
clearing angle where further increase will make the system
unstable.

BUS 3

LOAD 2
BUS 4
GEN2

GEN1
LINE 3

LINE 2

TRANSFORMER 1

LOAD 1

DG/
HDG
TRANSFORMER 2

Fig.4: Modelling configuration for import mode
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Fig.5: Modeling configuration for balanced mode
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Fig.6: Modeling configuration for export mode
VII.

TRANSIENT STABILITY SIMULATION
RESULTS
For the simulation results in this section, the following
factors have been taken into consideration: Penetration
level, HGD type and location of HDG in order to explain
the behavior when it is complementary.
7.1 HDG Penetration Level and Different HDG Impact
on Rotor Angle
The graphs in Figs 7-9 show the rotor angle swings of
GEN 2 when SOLAR PV alone, DFIG alone and HYBRID
DFIG +SOLAR PV are integrated into the system. The
import mode, balanced mode and export mode are shown
in Fig 7, Fig 8 and Fig 9, respectively. From Fig 7, it can
be observed that when DFIG alone was integrated into the
system, the first swing of GEN 2 rotor angle is the highest
(i.e.,−4.99°) compared to when SOLAR PV and HYBRID
DFIG+SOLAR PV were integrated. The second highest
first swing occurs with HYBRID DFIG +SOLAR PV,
(i.e.,−8.36°). The smallest first swing is shown when
SOLAR PV alone is connected (i.e., −15.13°). It can be
seen that when DFIG alone was connected the system has
more oscillations compared with the cases with SOLAR
PV alone and HYBRID DIFG+SOLAR PV. This suggests
that when DFIG alone is integrated into the system, the
system is prone to more instability compared to SOLAR
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PV alone and HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV. This is due to
the crowbar which is triggered to block the rotor side
converter and as a result, the voltage cannot recover
completely immediately after the fault is cleared because
the rotor side converter cannot provide the necessary
reactive power to the generator for magnetization purpose.
The generator then absorbs reactive power from the grid.
When HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV is connected, the
system is more transiently stable than when DFIG alone is
connected. This can be seen at the settling time. The
settling time when HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV is
integrated into the grid is 8 seconds compared with 10
seconds for DFIG alone. The combination of DFIG and
SOLAR PV has improved the first swing and the
subsequent swings. This is because of the good transient
stability characteristics of SOLAR PV. When SOLAR PV
alone is used, the system seems to have a better transient
stability in terms of first swing compared with when
HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV is used. However, for the
subsequent oscillations, when SOLAR PV alone or when
HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV is used, they have similar
settling time. The same explanations can be applied to the
balanced mode in Fig 8 and export mode in Fig 9.
However, at the export mode, the GEN 2 rotor angle went
out of step when DFIG alone was connected. This is
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because the penetration of DFIG is now high (80%). The
HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV and SOLAR PV are
transiently stable as shown in Fig 9 compared to when
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DFIG alone is used. The settling time when HYBRID
DFIG+SOLAR PV is used is faster than when SOLAR PV
alone or DFIG alone are used.
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Fig.7: Comparison of the impact of SOLAR PV alone, DFIG alone and HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV on the rotor angle of GEN2 (Import
mode)
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Fig.8:Comparison of the impact of SOLAR PV alone, DFIG alone and HYBRID DFIG +SOLAR PV on the rotor angle of GEN2 (Balanced
mode)
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Fig 9: Comparison of the impact SOLAR PV alone, DFIG alone and HYBRID DFIG +SOLAR PV on the rotor angle of GEN2 (Export
mode)

As it can be seen, the instability increases as the
penetration level of the DG/HDG increases. If HYBRID
DFIG+SOALR PV is used, the rotor angle shows a
reduced first swing compared to DFIG alone.
Figs 10-12 show the simulation results when HYBRID
DFIG+SOLAR PV, HYBRID DFIG+SHP, HYBRID
SOLAR PV+SHP and DFIG alone were integrated into the
grid, for import, balanced and export modes respectively.
For import mode, (see Fig 10), there is not much
difference in the first swing of rotor angle of all the curves
though the highest first swing occurs when DFIG alone is
integrated. The same happened in Fig 11, the rotor angle of
GEN 2 when DFIG alone was integrated shows the highest
instability. HYBRID SOLAR PV+SHP shows improved

www.ijaems.com

stability compared to DFIG alone. For the export mode
(see Fig 12), the rotor angle of GEN2 when DFIG alone
was integrated went out of step but when DFIG alone was
combined with other energy sources (HYBRID
DFIG+SOLAR PV, HYBRID DFIG+SHP), the transient
stability is improved. When HYBRID SOLAR PV+SHP
was used, the rotor angle of GEN 2 is more stable
compared to the rest in Fig 12. The three hybrids
(HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV, HYBRID DFIG+SHP,
HYBRID SOLAR PV+SHP) settle down within 6 seconds
while the DFIG alone is unstable even up till 10 seconds.
HYBRID SOLAR PV+SHP shows the lowest first swing,
followed by HYBRID DFIG+SHP, and then HYBRID
DFIG+SOLAR PV.
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Fig.10: Comparison of the impact of HYBRID DFIG+ SOLAR PV, HYBRID DFIG+ SHP, HYBRID SOLAR PV +SHP, and DFIG alone
system on the rotor angle
of GEN2 (Import mode)
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Fig 11: Comparison of the impact of HYBRID DFIG+ SOLAR PV, HYBRID DFIG+ SHP, HYBRID SOLAR PV +SHP, and DFIG alone
system on the rotor angle of GEN2 (Balanced mode)
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Fig.12: Comparison Of the impact of HYBRID DFIG+ SOLAR PV, HYBRID DFIG+ SHP, HYBRID SOLAR PV +SHP, and DFIG alone
system on the rotor angle of GEN2 (Export mode).

It is already established from the simulations in Figs 7-12 that
as the penetration level increases the instability also increases
irrespective of the HDG type used. As a result of this, export
mode
7.2 HDG Penetration Level and Different Fault
Locations Impact on Critical Clearing Time (CCT)
In this section, the impact of HDG penetration level,
different HDG types and fault locations on the critical
clearing time (CCT) is investigated. The decrease in
critical clearing time (CCT) indicates an increase in
instability (decrease stability margin). Tables 2-4 show the
CCT values and the average values of the CCT of the
power system network for import, balanced and export
modes when SHP alone, SOLAR PV alone and DFIG
www.ijaems.com

alone were integrated into the system, respectively. From
Tables 2-3, it is observed that, as the fault location is
increasing from 0% to 60%, the CCT values also increased
from relatively smaller values to maximum values and
then decreased again from 80% fault location to 100%.
This is fairly in agreement with the literature which state
that the maximum transfer admittance occurs at the
midpoint of the transmission line. The curve between
transfer admittance and the distance of the fault will be
symmetrical about 0.5 p.u. length, where maximum
transfer admittance occurs if the circuit is symmetrical
about the middle of the line. The CCT value will begin to
decrease after the midpoint. Table 4 followed a similar
pattern except for export mode where the maximum value
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of the CCT occurs at location 80% instead of 60%.
However, the difference between the maximum CCT value
of 80% and that at 60% is marginal (i.e., 0.0185%) which
can be neglected.
Also from Tables 2-4, it can be seen that the transient
stability margin decreases with increasing penetration
level. For example, in Table 2, when the fault was applied
at 100km from bus 3, i.e. exactly on bus 2, the CCT value
decreases from 280ms in the import mode to 278ms in the
balanced mode and later to 270ms in the export mode. The
average value of the CCT at the import mode is 333.3ms,
balanced mode is 329.7ms and the export mode is
318.5ms. This shows that, as the penetration level of the
HDG increases, the CCT decreases (i.e., transient stability
margin reduces). The same applied to Tables 3-4. As the
penetration level increases, the decrease in the CCT values
is very significant when DFIG alone is used compared to
other DGs. This can be explained why the system with
DFIG became unstable at export mode. This can be seen
from the average values of the CCT reported in Tables 2-4.
Furthermore, the CCT value depends on the type of DG
used. For example, the average values of the CCT when
SHP alone is integrated into the grid (see Table 2) are
higher at all the modes than the average values of the CCT
when SOLAR PV alone is integrated into the grid (see
Table 3). The average values of the CCT at all the modes
when DFIG alone is connected to the grid are the smallest.
This suggests that instabilities arising from integrating
DFIG alone are higher compared to when SOLAR PV
alone and SHP alone are connected. These CCT values
agreed with the initial simulations when the rotor angle
was monitored that the increase in penetration level
increases the transient instability.
Table.2: The critical clearing time of synchronous
generator (GEN2) with integrated SHP Alone
SHP Alone
Fault
Import
Balanced
Export mode
location
mode
mode
%
CCT
CCT (ms)
CCT (ms)
(ms)
0
280
267
256
20
320
315
310
40
370
370
356
60
390
390
370
80
360
355
349
100
280
278
270
Average (ms)
333.3
329.7
318.5
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Table.3: The critical clearing time of synchronous
generator (GEN2) with integrated SOLAR PV Alone
SOLAR PV Alone
Fault location
%

Import
mode
CCT (ms)

Balanced
mode
CCT (ms)

Export
mode
CCT (ms)

0
20
40
60
80
100

265
310
350
370
340
265

260
300
340
350
320
250
Average (ms)
303.3

255
295
330
340
310
240

316.7

295

Table.4: The critical clearing time of synchronous
generator (GEN2) with integrated DFIG Alone
DFIG Alone
Fault
Import
Balanced
Export
location
mode
%
CCT (ms)
CCT (ms)
CCT (ms)
0
250
40
30
20
290
60
40
40
320
70
50
60
330
80
53
80
310
70
54
100
240
90
40
Average (ms)
290
68.3
44.5
Tables 5–7 show the CCT values and the average values of
the CCT when HYBRID SOLAR PV+SHP, HYBRID
DFIG+SHP and HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV were
integrated into the grid, respectively.
For example, at the export mode, the average values of the
CCT for HYBRID SOLAR PV+SHP,
HYBRID
DFIG+SHP and HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV are 290ms,
256.7ms and 216.7ms, respectively.
This suggests that when HYBRID SOLAR PV+SHP is
used, the system is more transiently stable (improved
stability margin) compared to when HYBRID DFIG+SHP
and HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV were used. This can be
seen also from all the modes in Tables 5-7.
Comparing hybrid type with a single source, the average
values of the CCT when HYBRID SOLAR PV+SHP is
used indicates an improved stability compared to when
DFIG alone and SOLAR PV alone are used except in the
export mode of SOLAR PV. But in the case of SHP alone,
the average values of the CCT are higher at the balanced
and export modes alone compared to when HYBRID
SOLAR PV+SHP is used.
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The CCT values and the average values of the CCT when
HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV+SHP is connected to the
grid are shown in Table 8. It can be seen that for the export
mode, the average value of the CCT is smaller compared
to other hybrids in Tables 5-7. The average values of the
CCT for the import and the balanced modes in Fig 8 are
generally smaller than the hybrid with two DGs such as
HYBRID SOLAR PV +SHP and HYBRID DFIG+SHP
except in the balanced mode when HYBRID DFIG+SHP
is used. The difference between the average value of the
CCT at a balanced mode when HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR
PV+SHP and HYBRID DFIG+SHP is used is small (i.e.,
0.0181%) and can be neglected. However, the average
values of the CCT for HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV+SHP
are higher at the import and balanced mode compared with
when HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV is used. This suggests
that the system with three DGs is more prone to instability
than the system with two DGs and the stability worsen as
the penetration increases compared to other hybrids.
Table.5: The critical clearing time of synchronous
generator (GEN2) with integrated HYBRID SOLAR
PV+SHP
HYBRID SOLAR PV+SHP
Fault location

Import mode

In %
0
20
40
60
80
100

CCT(ms)
270
330
390
420
390
290
348.3

Balanced mode
CCT(ms)
267
310
360
370
340
260
Average (ms)
317.8

Export
mode
CCT(ms)
260
300
320
330
300
230
290

Table.6: The critical clearing time of synchronous
generator (GEN2) with integrated HYBRID DFIG+SHP
HYBRID DFIG+SHP
Fault
Import
Balanced
Export
location
mode
mode
mode
In%
CCT(ms)
CCT(ms)
CCT(ms)
0
250
240
200
20
303
300
270
40
350
330
290
60
380
350
290
80
350
320
270
100
255
250
220
Average (ms)
326.6
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Table.7: The critical clearing time of synchronous
generator (GEN2) with HYBRID DFIG +SOLAR PV
HYBRID DFIG +SOLAR PV
Fault
Import mode
Balanced
Export
location
mode
mode
In %
CCT(ms)
CCT(ms)
CCT(ms)
0
240
250
150
20
295
290
230
40
340
310
210
60
360
320
230
80
330
290
260
100
240
240
220
Average (ms)
300.8
283.3
216.7
Table 8: The critical clearing time of synchronous
generator with integrated HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV+
SHP
HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV+ SHP
Fault
location
In %
0
20
40
60
80
100

Import
mode
CCT(ms)
256
300
340
360
310
250
302.7

Balanced
Export
mode
mode
CCT(ms)
CCT(ms)
252
100
300
160
340
210
360
240
330
220
240
150
Average (ms)
303.7
180

Comparing the export mode of Table 7 and Table 8, it
shows that from a stability point of view and based on the
simulation results, the stability is improved when DFIG is
hybridized with other DG but worsen when hybridized
with two DGs under a high penetration level. At import
mode and balanced mode when the penetration is low and
moderate, respectively, the average values of the CCT
when HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV+SHP is used is better
than when HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV is used. However,
the average CCT when HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR PV+SHP
is used is lower compared to when HYBRID SOLAR
PV+SHP was used at all the modes.
The CCT value depends on the penetration level, fault
location as well as the HDG types used. The CCT
decreases with increase in penetration level irrespective of
the HDG types used.
7.3 HDG Penetration Level and Location of HDG
Impact on Rotor Angle
The location of HDG is determined by the availability of
primary energy source. HDG should be sited in a place
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where the primary energy source is abundantly available.
HDG can be sited at a single point (concentrated) or on
several places in such a way that the generators are
centrally coordinated (dispersed). Dispersed HDG is
assumed to be close to the load (e.g., rooftop solar PV)
while concentrated is located where the energy source
could be found and possibly far from the load. This section
explains the impact of HDG on the grid when the HDGs
are dispersed, and when they are concentrated on a single
point. Note that the simulation results presented in this
section are for export mode only. The followings were
investigated:
1) Dispersed and concentrated HYBRID SOLAR
PV + SHP
2) Dispersed and concentrated HYBRID DFIG+
SHP
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3) Dispersed and concentrated HYBRID DFIG+
SOLAR PV
7.4 Location of HDG Impact on Rotor Angle
Fig 13-Fig 15 shows the simulations that are used to
investigate the impact of the location of HDG on transient
stability. It is observed from the simulations that transient
stability margin is improved (i.e., smaller first swing and
quicker settling time) when dispersed HDG is used
compared to concentrated HDG. The reason for this is
probably due to the higher voltage drop in the concentrated
compared to dispersed HDG since dispersed HDG is
generally close to the load, therefore the voltage drop is
small.
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Fig 13: Rotor angle of GEN2 with concentrated and dispersed HYBRID SOLAR PV+ SHP
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Fig14: Rotor angle of GEN2 with concentrated and dispersed HYBRID DFIG+ SHP
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Fig 15: Rotor angle of GEN2 with concentrated and dispersed HYBRID DFIG+ SOLAR PV
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In all the graphs (Fig 13-Fig 15), concentrated HDG shows
higher first swing and longer settling time compared to
dispersed HDG. It can also be seen that the impact of
transient stability depends on the HDG type involved. For
example, HDG using SOLAR PV and SHP is more stable
than HYBRID DFIG+SHP or HYBRID DFIG+SOLAR
PV. The less stable system is hybrid DFIG+SOLAR PV.
7.5 Location of HDG Impact on Critical Clearing Time
(CCT)
Again, in this section, only the results of export mode are
shown. The CCTs for concentrated and dispersed HDG
systems at export mode are shown in Table 9. For
example, when HYBRID SOLAR PV+SHP is used, the
CCT when dispersed HDG is used is 375ms compared to
330ms for concentrated HDG. The remaining values in the
table also show that dispersed HDG has an improved
stability compared to concentrated HDG. This further
supports the results already established in the above
simulations that the transient stability of a dispersed
generation is better than concentrated HDG.
Table 9: Critical clearing time of a synchronous generator
(GEN2) for concentrated and dispersed HDG scenarios
CCT (ms)
CCT (ms)
(Dispersed)
(Concentrated)
HYBRID SOLAR
375
330
PV + SHP
HYBRID DFIG+
380
265
SHP
HYBRID DFIG+
310
300
SOLAR PV
HYBRID
250
230
DFIG+SOLAR
PV+ SHP
VIII.
CONCLUSION
When HDG is employed in distributed generation concept
for voltage control and load balancing, it is transiently
stable compare to when single source DG is employed.
Generally, it is accepted that most DG are complementary
but it might not be transiently stable. The results in this
paper show that DFIG with other energy sources shows
increasing instability even as the penetration level
increases. Transient stability under complementarity nature
depends on the HDG types, penetration level and the
location of the DG.
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